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3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, ‘Ecstasy’) and cannabis are two of the most commonly used illicit drugs in the western

world, and are often used in combination. Very little research has examined their effect on cognitive function or behavior when

combined. The present study used a double Y-maze task to examine the acute effect of MDMA and D9-tetrahydrocannabinol (THC, the

principal psychoactive ingredient of cannabis) on mnemonic function in rats, at a range of doses representative of common human use.

Experiment 1 (low doses) examined the effect of 0.25mg/kg THC and 1.25mg/kg MDMA alone and together. At these doses MDMA or

THC given alone had no effect on working memory, but the co-administered drugs significantly disrupted working memory. Experiment

2 (medium doses) examined the effect of 0.5mg/kg THC and 2.5mg/kg MDMA given alone or together. At these doses THC, but not

MDMA, impaired working memory. Although MDMA alone had no effect, it exacerbated the impairment due to THC when the drugs

were co-administered. Experiment 3 (high doses) examined the effects of 1mg/kg THC and 5mg/kg MDMA alone and together. Both

drugs significantly impaired memory when given alone, although the impairment due to MDMA was less than that caused by THC. When

co-administered at these doses, the drugs caused a major disruption of behavior and this precluded ascribing a mnemonic cause to poor

performance on the double Y-maze task. Taken together, these experiments demonstrate a synergistic disruption of working memory by

acute co-administration of THC and MDMA.
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INTRODUCTION

3,4-Methylenedioxymethamphetamine (MDMA, ‘Ecstasy’)
is a substituted amphetamine whose popularity has risen
to make it one of the four most commonly used illicit drugs
in the world (Christophersen, 2000; Smart and Ogborne,
2000). It is typically taken by young people at dance parties
for its effects of euphoria, increased energy, sensuality, and
a feeling of closeness to others (Downing, 1986; Verheyden
et al, 2003). Elation, however, is often accompanied by
anxiety and confusion (Tancer and Johanson, 2003), and
other undesirable side effects include minor appetite loss,
dryness of mouth, and bruxism, plus a characteristic period
of depression, irritability, and impaired concentration
lasting several days, which begins a day or two after taking
the drug (Parrott and Lasky, 1998; Verheyden et al, 2003).

The acute physiological and emotional effects of MDMA
in humans and animals have been well documented (eg Cole
and Sumnall, 2003; Parrott et al, 2000; Tancer and Johanson,

2003; Vollenweider et al, 1998), but acute effects on
cognition appear complex and less clear. In laboratory
animals, short-term memory, color discrimination, and
position discrimination were not affected by acute MDMA
(Frederick and Paule, 1997; Ricaurte et al, 1993), while time
estimation, motivation, and learning were impaired. Braida
et al (2002) found no effect of MDMA on acute short-term
memory in rats, but subacute memory was affected (see also
Barrionuevo et al, 2000). In human studies, MDMA users
have demonstrated verbal memory impairments both while
on-drug (Parrott and Lasky, 1998; Parrott et al, 1998) and
after a history of ecstasy use, while other cognitive functions
appeared normal (Bolla et al, 1998; Reneman et al, 2000).
Recently, however, attention has been drawn to the
important distinctions between effects in human adults
and adolescents (Jacobsen et al, 2004), and to the realization
that many studies of human ecstasy users have not
controlled sufficiently for poly-drug use (Roiser and
Sahakian, 2003).

Indeed, poly-drug use appears to be the norm for ecstasy
users, with up to 93% of ecstasy users falling into this
category (Schifano et al, 2003; Smart and Ogborne, 2000;
Topp et al, 1999; Turner et al, 2003; Winstock et al, 2001).
Cannabis is the illicit drug most commonly co-used with
ecstasy, presumably because of its overall high popularity
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and also its reputed effect of reducing the unpleasant after-
effects (Topp et al, 1999). An Australian survey (Topp et al,
1999) reported that 45% of MDMA users took cannabis
concomitantly with MDMA, and 64% used cannabis when
‘coming down’ from MDMA. Winstock et al (2001) reported
82% of MDMA users in the UK using cannabis both
concomitantly with ecstasy and to ‘come down’. Cannabis
itself is the most commonly used illicit drug in the western
world. Its principal psychoactive ingredient is D9-tetrahy-
drocannabinol (THC, Gaoni and Mechoulam, 1964). In
humans and in animals, cannabis or cannabinoid receptor
agonists generally alter mood and impair short-term
memory (for a review, see Ameri, 1999).

While the individual acute effects of MDMA and THC are
well documented, their combined effect has received little
attention. The two drugs exert their effects through differing
neurotransmitter systems. THC primarily acts through
cannabinoid receptors located in several brain areas, with
particularly high densities found in outflow nuclei of the
basal ganglia, the hippocampus, and the cerebellum
(Herkenham et al, 1990). Cannabinoid receptor activation
produces several effects, including stimulation of meso-
prefrontal dopaminergic transmission (Diana et al, 1998)
and enhanced dopamine release in the nucleus accumbens
(Chen et al, 1991). MDMA exerts its unique combination of
behavioral and mood effects by widespread activation of the
brain’s serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine systems
(Climko et al, 1986). It is therefore conceivable that the
combination of MDMA and THC may produce additive,
subtractive, or synergistic effects. While a small number of
studies have addressed their long-term interaction in
humans (Croft et al, 2001; Daumann et al, 2003; Gouzou-
lis-Mayfrank et al, 2000), acute specific interactions between
the two drugs are yet to be documented. The present study
therefore aimed to investigate the combined effect of acute
administration of MDMA and THC on a major component
of cognitive function, namely memory, in rats. Specifically,
it sought to document the effects of the two drugs co-
administered, across a range of low to moderate doses that
are representative of human use (Boot et al, 2000).

Mnemonic function was tested in young adult rats using a
double Y-maze task which provides a valid assessment of
memory and includes control procedures that guard against
misinterpretation of possible non-mnemonic effects includ-
ing altered motivation, sensory-perceptual abilities, and
motor function (Mallet and Beninger, 1993; Mason et al,
1999; Smith et al, 1994).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experimental procedures were carried out in accordance
with NIH and NHMRC guidelines (NIH Publications No.
80-23, revised 1996; NHMRC Code of Practice 1997,
respectively), and were approved by the University of New
England Animal Ethics Committee.

Subjects

A total of 40 male albino Wistar rats (University of New
England Animal House) weighing 190–275 g at the begin-
ning of the study were group-housed in a temperature-

controlled room (21711C) maintained on a 12 h reversed
light cycle (lights on 1900 h). Animals had free access to
water throughout the study. After a 3-day handling period,
food was removed from the group cages and animals were
maintained thenceforth on a food-restricted program to
maintain the animals at 80–85% of their free-feeding
weights, adjusted for growth.

Drugs

MDMA (Australian Govt Analytical Laboratories, Pymble,
NSW) was dissolved in 0.9% saline. THC (10 mg/ml
dissolved in ethanol, Sigma-Aldrich, Sydney, Australia)
was mixed with Tween 80 (polyoxyethylene sorbitan
monooleate, ICN Biomedicals, 1% of final vehicle). The
ethanol was evaporated under a stream of nitrogen gas and
the resulting suspension was mixed with 0.9% saline to the
required concentration. Both drugs were administered i.p.
in a volume of 1 ml/kg bodyweight. Drug doses (0.25, 0.5,
1.0 mg/kg THC; 1.25, 2.5, 5.0 mg/kg MDMA) were chosen to
represent low, moderate, and high equivalent doses in
humans (Boot et al, 2000).

Apparatus

Memory was assessed using a double Y-maze (Mallet and
Beninger, 1993). The maze (Figure 1) was constructed of
white melamine and was placed on a 70-cm-high table. All
passages were 16.5 cm wide with walls 25.5 cm high. Each of
the four end arms was 36 cm long and extended at 1201
from a 54-cm-long central stem. Doors slid vertically into
batten slots to form boxes at the end of each arm or barriers
at either end of the central stem. An opaque food cup
was placed at the end of each arm and in the central stem.
Small pieces of Froot Loops breakfast cereal (Kelloggs) were

Figure 1 Schematic representation of a top view of the double Y-maze.
Broken lines represent the locations of removable barriers that were used
to restrict access to different areas of the maze. Plastic food cups were
placed in all goal boxes. Each trial began by placing a rat in one of the two
start boxes, S1 or S2; half the trials began in box S1 and the other half
began in box S2. Boxes S1 and S1 never contained food; hence, the correct
spatial discrimination choice was to choose the central box C. Once
reinforced in box C, animals were given access to the second (right) Y-
maze. Food was available in either goal box G1 or G2; the correct delayed
alternation choice was to choose the box that had not been visited on the
preceding trial. Arrows show correct paths leading to reinforcement.
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placed in the cups to reward correct responses; the cereal
could not be seen inside the cups from a distance, and
cereal dust was sprinkled throughout the maze to mask any
odor cues. The apparatus was housed in a dedicated
temperature-controlled room with moderate white lighting
(300 lux). From within the maze, every arm was visually
identical; distinctive external visual cues (posters, lights,
researcher) were visible from within the maze. A pink noise
generator continually masked ambient laboratory noise.
The maze was cleaned with a commercial glass-cleaning
solution after each session.

Design

Three experiments using identical testing protocols but
different drug doses were conducted. Each experiment used
a separate group of drug-naı̈ve rats and a within-subjects
design. In each experiment, rats received four treatments:
(1) vehicle, (2) THC alone, (3) MDMA alone, and (4) THC
þMDMA combined. In Experiment 1 (low dose, N¼ 16),
the doses used were 0.25 mg/kg THC and 1.25 mg/kg
MDMA. In Experiment 2 (medium dose, N¼ 16), doses
for THC and MDMA were 0.5 and 2.5 mg/kg, respectively.
In Experiment 3 (high dose, N¼ 8), doses for THC and
MDMA were 1.0 and 5.0 mg/kg, respectively. The order
of treatments was counterbalanced across animals in each
experiment according to a Latin square design.

Behavioral Testing

The double Y-maze was developed as a valid measure of
mnemonic function, avoiding some of the possible con-
founds of the traditional radial arm maze (Mallet and
Beninger, 1993). In essence, the double Y-maze presents the
rat with two consecutive tasks on each trial: a spatial
discrimination task in the first ‘Y’, followed by a delayed
alternation task in the second ‘Y’ (see Figure 1). In trained
rats, the spatial discrimination task is a test of reference
(trial independent) memory, while the delayed alternation
task is a test of reference memory plus working (trial
dependent) memory. The tasks make identical demands on
the rat in all ways (eg motivation, locomotion, sensory
perception), except for the addition of the working memory
component of the second task. Thus, if a trained rat
performs as expected in the first task of the maze (involving
reference memory only), then poorly in the second task
(involving reference and working memory), the difference
can confidently be attributed to a failure in working
memory (Mallet and Beninger, 1993).

Habituation. Rats were extensively handled twice daily for
3 days. The rats were then individually habituated to the
maze on each day for four consecutive days. During each
habituation session, the rats were given 10 min free access
to all parts of the maze to collect cereal rewards from the
food cups, and were gradually introduced to the movement
of doors around them until they showed no overt signs of
anxiety within the maze.

Training. Training was then conducted over the next 2 and
one half weeks. The training procedure was slightly
modified from that described by Mason et al (1999). After

habituation, each rat received one training session of 25
trials per day. For each rat, the start box and initial goal box
were randomly allocated for each session to prevent the rats
from using algorithmic maze-solving strategies. Rats ran
both halves of the maze on each trial, concurrently learning
a different task in each ‘Y’: a spatial discrimination task in
the first ‘Y’, and a delayed alternation task in the second ‘Y’.
Rats learnt both tasks in approximately the same number of
trials (data not shown), suggesting that the tasks were
roughly equivalent in difficulty.

To train the animals, each rat was placed randomly into
the start box ‘S1’ or ‘S2’, with the door at the distal end of
the centre box (C) closed (see Figure 1). When the start box
door was opened, the rat’s task was to always proceed
directly into box C, without entering the other start box.
With its distal door closed, box C appeared identical to each
start box, so the rat had to learn to use external visual cues
to solve this first ‘Y’ maze. This portion of the maze task
therefore presented a spatial discrimination task. If the rat
entered the wrong arm, no reward was available but no
intervention took place; rather, the rat was allowed to
proceed until it located the reward in box C. When the rat
had entered box C and collected the reward, its retreat back
into the first ‘Y’ was blocked by placing a door behind the
rat (at the proximal end of C), and the distal door of box C
was then removed.

The rat was now faced with a second ‘Y’, whose arms
again were visually identical. This time the task was to
choose the alternate arm on each trial, irrespective of the
original start arm (S1 or S2): in other words, if the reward
was placed in the first goal box (G1) on the first trial, it was
now placed in G2 on the second trial, G1 on the third trial,
and so on. For the first trial of each session, the initial goal
box (G1 or G2) was randomly allocated. Initially, the correct
alternating route to the rewarded arm was forced by
blocking the other arm. When the rat had learnt to turn
quickly and confidently enter the correct, unblocked arm on
each trial (after approximately 1 week of training), the
alternating block was discontinued after Trial 1 and the rat
was left free to choose the goal arm. On a correct choice, the
rat received its cereal reward, then was returned immedi-
ately to a start box to commence another trial. If the rat
entered an incorrect arm, it was not rewarded and was
returned immediately to the same start box to run that trial
again until it found the reward. The training criterion was
set at three or fewer errors, totaled across both tasks, in
each session of 24 scored trials, for two consecutive
sessions. The rats learnt rapidly to alternate accurately to
receive their rewards, reaching the training criterion in
approximately another 1 week. The first trial of each session
was additional to the scored trials: it was not scored and was
always blocked (in random order for each session) to
prevent the rat from determining its own pattern of retrieval
and to force genuine mnemonic processing in the alterna-
tion task.

When rats had reached the training criterion, they were
familiarized with the injection procedure and the introduc-
tion of delays in the start boxes. Delays were imposed by
confining the rat to the start box for 0, 15, or 60 s at the
beginning of each trial. Approximately 4 s was required
between each trial to return the rat to the start box, re-bait
cups, and position the doors. The real time between
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consecutive choices should therefore be understood as 0, 15,
or 60 s plus approximately 4 s. Delays were allocated in
random order, with the provisos that an equal number of
each delay (ie eight) occurred during each session, and no
one length of delay was imposed more than three times
consecutively. Similarly, start boxes (S1 or S2) were
allocated randomly for each trial, with the provisos that
an equal number of each start box was included (ie 12) in
each session, and no start box was used more than three
times consecutively. The initial goal box was also randomly
allocated for each session, with the proviso that an equal
number of each initial goal box was allocated each day.
These procedures together ensured that (a) rats could not
develop an algorithmic pattern of responding, or responses
based on odor trails, and (b) there was no connection
between the start box, length of delay, or correct choice of
goal arm.

Testing. Before test sessions, rats received two injections:
THC or its vehicle, followed 10 min later by MDMA or its
vehicle. The control condition involved two vehicle injec-
tions only. Trials began 20 min after the second injection.
Test sessions were identical to the final, delay-inclusive
training sessions. A trial was scored as correct if the rat
directly entered the required arm. An incorrect trial was
scored as such, then repeated (without further scoring) until
the correct arm was entered. Although this meant that poor
performance entailed more (unscored) trials than good
performance, the overall percentage of extra trials was in
fact minimal and would not be expected to impact per se on
results.

After each drug session, rats were retrained drug-free to a
criterion of three or less errors within a single session.
Retraining began the day following drug treatment. The
criterion was regained by 84% of the rats after one
retraining session, and the remaining rats gained criterion
after two retraining sessions. Notably, longer retraining was
not necessarily required after administration of the high-
dose combination which was behaviorally debilitating, but
tended to pertain more to individual learning patterns of
the animals. Drug treatments were reinstated the day after
reaching the retraining criterion, and were thus never
administered less than 48 h apart to any rat. There was no
systematic difference between any drug groups in retraining
requirements or subsequent length of time between drug
treatments.

Data Analysis

All raw results were converted to percentage correct
choices. Data were analyzed separately for each task
component by two-way (treatment by delay) repeated-
measures ANOVA using SPSS version 11. Where significant
main effects were observed, pairwise comparisons were
conducted using Bonferroni-adjusted t-tests. Mauchley’s
test of sphericity was violated in the low-dose condition for
within-subjects effect of delay, but application of the
Huynh–Feldt adjustment did not alter the results. The
results can therefore be viewed as being robust against
violations of the sphericity assumption. To further sub-
stantiate this point, data were re-analyzed using a two-
factor nonparametric randomization test of scores using

NPFact version 1.0 (May et al, 1993). In all cases the results
of the randomization tests agreed with the ANOVA results,
so for ease of interpretation only the ANOVA tests are
shown, which reflect the Huynh–Feldt correction.

To determine whether THC and MDMA interacted
synergistically, data were also analyzed using three-way
(delay by MDMA by THC) repeated-measures ANOVAs. In
these analyses there were three levels of delay: 0, 15, and
60 s. The factors MDMA and THC were each allocated two
levels: presence or absence. A separate three-way repeated-
measures ANOVA was conducted for the delayed alterna-
tion and spatial discrimination data at the low and medium
doses. The high-dose data were not available for the
combined treatment condition (see below); these data were
therefore not subjected to three-way analysis. Although the
three-way ANOVAs each yielded seven F tests (three main
effects and four interactions), only the THC by MDMA, and
the three-way interaction were examined, as the remaining
F tests did not provide any important information not
already provided by the two-way ANOVAs.

RESULTS

Delayed Alternation Task

Response accuracy in the delayed alternation component
declined as the delay interval was increased across all
treatments and all experiments (Figure 2). The two-way
ANOVAs revealed a significant main effect of delay in the
low-, medium-, and high-dose experiments, F(2,30)¼ 158.88,
po0.001, F(2,30)¼ 45.23, po0.001, and F(2,14)¼ 44.33,
po0.001, respectively.

In the low-dose experiment (Figure 2a), MDMA and THC
alone had no appreciable effect on response accuracy.
However, the combined administration of these drugs
resulted in a decline in response accuracy at the 15- and
60-s delays. The delay by treatment ANOVA revealed a
significant main effect of treatment, F(3,45)¼ 22.99, and a
significant treatment by delay interaction, F(6,90)¼ 3.28,
po0.01. Pairwise comparisons revealed that the combined
drug treatment was significantly different from all other
treatments, po0.001. There was no significant difference
between the vehicle, THC alone, and MDMA alone
treatments.

The low-dose three-way ANOVA yielded a significant
three-way (delay by THC by MDMA) interaction,
F(2,30)¼ 4.44, po0.05. The THC by MDMA interaction
was also significant, F(1,15)¼ 33.64, po0.001. These results
indicate that the two drugs interacted synergistically to
impair choice accuracy in the delayed alternation, but this
effect was dependent on the delay interval. Examination of
Figure 2(a) shows that choice accuracy was increasingly
impaired by the combined drug treatment relative to all
other treatments as the delay interval was increased.

In the medium-dose experiment (Figure 2b), MDMA
alone had no effect relative to vehicle at the 0- and 15-s
delays, but a slight increase in response accuracy was
observed at the 60-s delay. Administration of THC alone
resulted in a substantial decrease in response accuracy at all
delays. The combination of THC and MDMA led to a large
reduction in response accuracy at all delays tested. The
delay by treatment ANOVA revealed a significant main
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effect of treatment, F(3,45)¼ 74.64, po0.001, but the
interaction was not significant. Pairwise comparisons
revealed that THC impaired performance relative to both
vehicle and MDMA alone, while the combined drug
treatment impaired memory performance more than any
other treatment, po0.001.

The three-way (delay by THC by MDMA) interaction for
the medium dose data was not significant, F(2,30)¼ 0.39,
p40.05. However, the THC by MDMA interaction was
significant, F(1,15)¼ 42.04, po0.0001. These results indi-
cate that the two drugs synergistically reduced choice
accuracy in the delayed alternation in a delay-independent
manner.

In the high-dose experiment (Figure 2c), MDMA alone
produced a small decrease and THC alone produced a
substantial decrease in response accuracy at all delays.
When THC and MDMA were combined, a profound
behavioral impairment that prevented the rats from

successfully completing either task within the maze was
evident, so no data are available for the combined
treatment. Locomotor ability per se did not appear to be
affected, but rather than moving purposefully through the
maze the rats turned in circles, shuttled backwards and
forwards, lay down, or rolled onto their backs for some
time. Several rats paid particular attention to their genital
area to the exclusion of other activities. Cereal rewards were
sometimes eaten when found, or sometimes ignored.
Performance in both tasks of the maze was so disrupted
that errors could not be confidently ascribed to a deficit of
memory, and the results of the high dose combined
treatment group were therefore excluded from the analysis.

The two-way ANOVA conducted on the remaining high-
dose data revealed a significant main effect of treatment,
F(2,15)¼ 30.00, po0.001, but the treatment by delay
interaction was not significant. Pairwise comparisons
revealed that THC and MDMA alone both impaired
performance compared to the vehicle treatment, po0.05.
Furthermore, THC impaired memory performance more
than MDMA, po0.01.

Spatial Discrimination Task

Performance in the spatial discrimination component was
highly accurate across all treatments and delays in the low-
dose (Figure 3a) and medium-dose (Figure 3b) experiments.
In the high dose experiment (Figure 3c), rats receiving
combined administration of THC and MDMA were unable
to complete the maze task, so no data were available for
analysis. A separate two-way (treatment by delay) analysis
of variance (ANOVA) with repeated measures on both
factors was used to compare groups in each experiment.
None of the analyses resulted in a significant main effect of
treatment, main effect of delay, or treatment by delay
interaction (P40.05). The three-way ANOVAs also did not
yield any significant three-way, or MDMA by THC
interactions.

DISCUSSION

The results of the present study add to a growing body of
evidence that THC acutely impairs memory (Essman, 1984;
Heyser et al, 1993; Lichtman and Martin, 1996; Mallet and
Beninger, 1998; Varvel et al, 2001). In addition, results
revealed that MDMA alone did not significantly affect
memory at the low or medium doses tested, but MDMA at
these doses interacted with THC to produce an impairment
of memory that was greater than that observed with THC
alone. The results of the three-way ANOVAs revealed that
MDMA and THC acted synergistically to impair memory in
a delay-dependent manner for the low doses, and in a delay-
independent manner for the medium doses. To our
knowledge, this is the first report that MDMA potentiates
THC-induced memory impairment in a supra-additive
manner.

Experiment 1 (low doses) yielded particularly interesting
results. Here, subthreshold doses of THC or MDMA alone
did not impair memory. Combined, however, THC and
MDMA significantly impaired working memory, which was
evidenced by impaired choice accuracy in the delayed

Figure 2 Mean (þ or � SEM) percentage of correct responses in the
delayed alternation task across three delay intervals following administra-
tion of vehicle, MDMA, THC, or MDMAþTHC combined. Respective
doses for THC and MDMA were 0.25 and 1.25mg/kg in the low-dose
experiment (a), 0.5 and 2.5mg/kg in the medium-dose experiment (b), and
1.0 and 5.0mg/kg in the high-dose experiment (c).
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alternation component, but no effect in the spatial
discrimination component of the maze task. Experiment 1
therefore provides strong evidence of a synergistic mne-
monic impairment by co-administration of the two drugs.
In Experiment 2 (medium doses), the administration of
THC or MDMA alone or in combination had no significant
effect in the spatial discrimination task of the double Y-
maze. THC, but not MDMA, significantly impaired choice
accuracy in the delayed alternation component. The
combined drug treatment led to a further impairment of
choice accuracy in the delayed alternation. Again, this is
suggestive of synergistic interaction of the two drugs on
mnemonic function. In Experiment 3 (high doses), THC
and MDMA treatments alone both caused increased errors
in the delayed alternation component, with THC causing
greater impairment than MDMA. Co-administration of THC
and MDMA rendered the rats incapable of completing

either maze task such that the performance deficit could not
be confidently interpreted as a mnemonic effect.

The spatial discrimination component of the double Y-
maze requires the use of reference memory only, whereas
the delayed alternation component also requires the use of
working memory (Mallet and Beninger, 1993). Our findings
with THC are therefore in good agreement with previous
studies (eg Mallet and Beninger, 1996, 1998; Nakamura et al,
1991), showing that THC impairs working, but not
reference, memory. At low to moderate doses, the
memory-impairing effects of THC and THCþMDMA were
specific to the delayed alternation component of the task;
that is, the spatial discrimination component was unaf-
fected. As both components of the double Y-maze make
equal demands on non-mnemonic variables (eg motor
function, motivation, perceptual abilities), it can be con-
fidently concluded that the drug-induced decrease in choice
accuracy was due to impaired working memory.

The administration of MDMA alone did not affect choice
accuracy at low or medium doses, and impairment at high
dose was modest. Braida et al (2002) found that acute
administration of up to 3 mg/kg MDMA initially had no
effect on the number of errors in a standard eight-arm
radial maze task, but when a 2-h delay was imposed, MDMA
dose-dependently impaired performance. Similarly, admin-
istration of MDMA (10 mg/kg) prior to acquisition of a
passive avoidance task impaired memory assessed 24 h later
(Barrionuevo et al, 2000). The studies by Braida et al, and
Barrionuevo et al, employed much longer delays than those
reported here. Whether MDMA would impair choice
accuracy with longer delay intervals in the double Y-maze
remains an open question.

The neurochemical basis for the observed synergistic
effect of the combined drugs is an interesting matter
for speculation. Evidence regarding direct interaction
of cannabinoid and serotonergic systems in impairment
of memory is very limited (Egashira et al, 2002;
Molina-Holgado et al, 1995). However, as well as exerting
its effects via activation of CB1 receptors, THC is known to
increase dopamine production in several areas including
prefrontal mesocortical areas strongly connected with
working memory function (Bergson et al, 2003; Jentsch
et al, 1997; Pistis et al, 2002). MDMA has direct action on
the serotonin, dopamine, and norepinephrine neurochem-
ical systems (Climko et al, 1986), suggesting that an
interaction of the two drugs may occur within the dopamine
system. Both THC and MDMA are also known to strongly
affect cholinergic release in areas critically involved in acute
mnemonic function (Acquas et al, 2001a, b; Fischer et al,
2000; Nava et al, 2001), and their combination may have a
complex effect on its production. Both dopaminergic and
cholinergic results may apply not only in prefrontal cortex,
but in hippocampal regionsFparticularly the dentate
gyrusFwhich may compromise navigational function in
tandem with short-term memory function (Egashira et al,
2002; Shankaran and Gudelsky, 1998; White et al, 1996;
Hermann et al, 2002).

In conclusion, this study found that acutely co-adminis-
tered THC and MDMA in rats, within a dose range relevant
to human consumption, produced an impairment of
working memory greater than that of either MDMA or
THC alone. It was particularly notable that subthreshold

Figure 3 Mean (þ or � SEM) percentage of correct responses in the
spatial discrimination task across three delay intervals following administra-
tion of vehicle, MDMA, THC, or MDMAþTHC combined. Respective
doses for THC and MDMA were 0.25 and 1.25mg/kg in the low-dose
experiment (a), 0.5 and 2.5mg/kg in the medium-dose experiment (b), and
1.0 and 5.0mg/kg in the high-dose experiment (c).
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doses of the two individual drugs produced an observable
impairment in working memory when combined. While this
acute effect was robust, there was no indication from this
study whether the impairment would be long lasting, or
extend to other cognitive processes. The neurochemical
mechanisms underlying this result are presently a matter of
speculation but represent an interesting direction for
further research.
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